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Dramaturgical Note
Firstly, it is important to note that this is a piece of "REALITY THEATRE", also known as "VERBATIM THEATRE". In a nutshell this means that all words have been taken from real sources.
Similar plays include: Rachel's Words, Seeds, and The Laramie Project. Also, because this
deconstruction is a work-in-progress, the text can be altered to add in new pieces of source text.
This is the text we used November 2006 at Les artistes du Toc Toc in Montreal as well as at
King’s Theatre in Annapolis Royal, NS and The Bus Stop Theatre in Halifax, NS. Material from
new media reports on the project that appeared while we were on the road in Nova Scotia are
included and h i g h l i g h t e d , as well as last-minute cuts and changes to the script.
We are currently (January 2008) in the porcess of re-working the script to create Sinking Neptune
II, scheduled to premier in Montreal, play at the University of Guelph and make the trip to the
Eurocentric 400th anniversary of Quebec City.
For more on the next stage of the project, to get involved or to see pictures, videos and some of
the controversy surrounding the project’s 2006 run, please visit:

www.optative.net/neptune

CHARACTERS
PINTO/POUTRINCOURT
VAN GORDER/NEPTUNE/"SAVAGE"
ALAN FILEWOD
ACTOR/TRITON
* CBC REPORTER
* HALIFAX HERALD REPORTER
** SUPPORTING CAST
DRUMMER (music can be recorded)
CAMERA PEOPLE, etc. to follow media scrum.
FIRST NATIONS PEOPLES can read the native texts instead of projections.
* REPORTERS can be merged
** To play wait-staff in the press scrum, historical re-enactors in presenting the play, and act as
part of the Triton chorus in Triton(s).
UNITS
UNIT 1 - SET UP
UNIT 2 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #1
UNIT 3 - PRESS SCRUM
UNIT 4 - FILEWOD #1 ( t h i s u n i t w a s u l t i m a t e l y c u t b e f o r e o u r M o n t r e a l r u n b e g a n )
UNIT 5 - PLAY BACKGROUND
UNIT 6 - TRITON DANCE
UNIT 7 - SIGNATURE MOMENT
UNIT 8 - PRESENTING NEPTUNE
UNIT 9 - PRESENTING THE TRITON(S)
UNIT 10 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #2
UNIT 11 - WARM UP
UNIT 12 - FILEWOD #2
UNIT 13 - "SAVAGE" #1:
UNIT 14 - FILEWOD #3
UNIT 15 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #3
UNIT 16 - "SAVAGE" #2
UNIT 17 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #4
UNIT 18 - "SAVAGE" #3
UNIT 19 - FILEWOD #4
UNIT 20 - "SAVAGE" #4
UNIT 21 - FILEWOD #5
UNIT 22 - PRESS WRAP
UNIT 23 - A SIMPLE PLAY
UNIT 24 - FILEWOD #6
UNIT 25 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #5
UNIT 26 - TALKBACK

UNIT 1 - SET UP
(The players set up the stage quickly - USL is a make-up table and mirror, a chair, and a coat
rack which holds costumes.)
UNIT 2 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #1
(The lights fade to black. Drumming begins, and slowly increases in rhythm and volume. The following lines are projected on a screen.)
SLIDE #1:

"To be called a "savage" and to be treated like one is the ultimate insult to an
Amerindian. The term was never applicable…"
-Daniel Paul

SLIDE #2:

"Native peoples today are the survivors of a holocaust that is still continuing. Many
of our ceremonies, languages and whole nations were obliterated."
-Lisa Mayo

SLIDE #3:

"Language is related to place; it is our umbilical cord to our place of origin; literally
and symbolically…When a native language is not spoken, an understanding of the
worldview of that nation is purely theoretical…"
-Floyd Favel

SLIDE #4:

"If you don't do it, then the white people will do it for you…They'll tell your story for
you. They'll tell you who you are. They'll tell you what you are if you let them."
-Geiogomah

(There is a crescendo and a final boom! Pause.)
UNIT 3 - PRESS SCRUM
(Lights up on the theatrical space to the sound of the appropriate baroque period music. The
space is done up as though for a large and spectacular news conference, and the banquet table
has a large and gaudy banner displaying the words "ORDER OF GOOD CHEER". Playful TRITONS act as ushers and serve up snacks and drinks to the audience, which CBC & HALIFAX
HERALD REPORTERS happily devour. PINTO is making sure everyone is happy, and
schmoozes with the REPORTERS and audience members. USR is a make-up table and mirror, a
chair, and a coat rack which holds more costumes. VAN GORDER, playing the role of COMPANION AND HOST, makes the following speech while hors d'ouevres and drinks are served to the
media.)
VAN GORDER:

After having wished a long time, dear journalists
For your return to this place, finally the angry sky
Now had pity on us and, showing us your face,
Bestows on us an incredible favour.
Sus donc rôtisseurs, dépensiers, cuisiniers,
Marmitons, pâtissiers, fricasseurs, taverniers,
Mettez dessus dessous pots et plats et cuisine,
Qu'on baille à ces gens ci chacun sa carte pleine
I see that you are thirsty, sicut terra sine aqua.
Boy busy yourself, give each one his bribe, er… portion.
Cuisiniers, ces canards sont-ils point a la broche?
Qu'on tue ces poulets, que cette oie on embroche,
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Here come jolly good companions
As free with their teeth as with their kidneys.
Enter, Sirs, for your good pleasure.
Before drinking, let each one sneeze loudly
In order to discharge all cold humours,
And fill your brain with sweeter vapours
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(In an excited media scrum the REPORTERS rush to PINTO, and begin broadcasting.)
HALIFAX HERALD REPORTER: Halifax Herald. 400 years of theatre in Canada.
CBC REPORTER: CBC Arts. Canada's first play to be revived.
HALIFAX HERALD REPORTER: Ken Pinto [originator and director of the Atlantic Fringe Festival]
wants to celebrate the 400th anniversary of theatre in Nova Scotia, with a year of festivi
ties, including a re-enactment of the first North American play staged Nov. 14, 1606 in Port
Royal....
PINTO: Plans are afoot to commemorate and celebrate this 400th anniversary of Canadian the
atre. THEATRE 400 has proposed birthday projects including a commemorative stamp, a
declaration of the Year of Theatre, and a musical about the Order of Good Cheer. The two
premiere projects: a national conference taking stock of theatre on its birthday and a reenactment.
CBC REPORTER: A new production of The Theatre of Neptune in New France, Canada's first
play, will be staged…along the shores of Annapolis Royal on the Bay of Fundy, where it
was originally performed.
PINTO: It may be a little cold, but we want it to be at the exact same time, 400 years down to the
minute if we can.
CBC REPORTER: director Ken Pinto told the Canadian Press at a press conference on Tuesday.
PINTO: Hopefully there won't be snow falling.
CBC REPORTER: Written by lawyer and historian Marc Lescarbot, the play was used to lift the
spirits of the French settlers at Port Royale, who had survived a fierce winter the previous
year.
BILL VAN GORDER: Good theatre, real theatre has a purpose. This play was aimed at guaran
teeing the survival of this group of people for the rest of the winter.
CBC REPORTER: added Bill Van Gorder, a member of the board of Theatre 400, the organiza
tion behind the re-enactment.
(PINTO motions to VAN GORDER to get in his place. VAN GORDER moves to the make-up table
and starts getting into his NEPTUNE costume. Another ACTOR is dressing as a TRITON.)
UNIT 4 - FILEWOD #1 ( t h i s u n i t w a s u l t i m a t e l y c u t b e f o r e o u r M o n t r e a l r u n b e g a n )
(Lights up on ALAN FILEWOD who is sitting in the audience. Near him is an open briefcase with
a mess of books, files, letters, newspaper clippings and the like.)

"Theatres are founded in a dozen different ways, but the Canadian theatre is probably unique: it
began in desperation, invented to avoid mutiny, by an experimental farmer with a raft and four
canoes. In the year 1606, Marc Lescarbot was stationed in the tiny French colony of Port Royale,
near what is today Annapolis Royal in Nova Scotia. Jurist, farmer, historian, and amateur poet, he
was the very model of a modern man about-the-world.
"He was also liable to leave the world quite suddenly if he did not act, for the Governor was
absent, the Indians restive, and the bored soldiers about to revolt. What his men needed, he
decided, were bread and circuses, so he collected the first for a feast and wrote the second himself, a "masque", or symbolic pageant, to welcome back the governor with song, dance, and
declaimed verses. He called it "The Theatre of Neptune", and set the little colony rehearsing to
occupy its time and raise morale.
"When Governor Poutrincourt sailed back into the Annapolis basin on Nov. 14, 1606, Neptune,
god of the seas, and all his court in full regalia, floated out to meet him. Poutrincourt unsheathed
his sword and saluted, governor to god, government to the arts. From all sides Indians in canoes
approached, offering presents, while Neptune and his sea-court chanted, "Hold then thy course,
and fortune go with thee." For Lescarbot the author, fortune did. The mutiny was averted, and he
became a famous historian of New France.
"But he always seemed to hope that he had started something that day in 1606. Years later,
home in France, he wrote: "Yet if it come to pass that there should come a day among the mountains and brooks of Port Royale, that the Muses ... grow more gentle ... then in their songs, let
them remember me." And so Neptune found its name."
UNIT 5 - PLAY BACKGROUND
(Lights fade down on FILEWOD. Baroque music. ACTORS re-enact history as PINTO describes
it.)
PINTO: Port Royal, 1606. The settlers were restless. Even the natives were restless. Poutrincourt
and Champlain, the leaders had been away almost 3 months exploring the eastern
seaboard. In the only ship, the settlers only link to France. The previous two winters, more
than half the settlers had died of scurvy, and now, a new winter was upon them…Marc
Lescarbot - the settlement's historian, a disillusioned lawyer and passionate writer, had a
brainstorm. Let's put on a play: a surprise reception for the ship's return. A morale booster.
The rehearsals and set production would keep everyone occupied.
UNIT 6 - TRITON DANCE
(Baroque music, such as 'Vray Neptune' to the melody of French folk song 'La Petite Galiotte de
France,' is heard. The TRITON performs an elaborate baroque dance. Music finishes. PINTO
sighs with approval.)
UNIT 7 - SIGNATURE MOMENT
(Baroque music, same one as in UNIT 5)
PINTO: Thus, November 14th, 1606, the history of theatre in Canada began. Marc Lescarbot's Le
Theatre de Neptune en la Nouvelle France / The Theatre of Neptune in New France was
mounted, welcoming Poutrincourt. It was the first written, first performed play in Canada
and in the continental North America…A signature moment. The play was an aqua

masque, an ocean spectacular with special effects…
(a sound recording of the sea crashing is heard)
…cannon fire, multicoloured smoke bombs, banners, flags, trumpets, costumes, war
canoes, barques. Characters included Neptune, God of the sea, tritons, Indians and a
mysterious Companion and Host. Lescarbot may have played Neptune and the Mi'kmaq
may have played Indians and tritons. Membertou, the grand chief was in the audience…
UNIT 8 - PRESENTING NEPTUNE
(PINTO puts on his POUTRINCOURT hat and retrieves a Holly-wood-style director's chair from
SR, sets it up SL, and eagerly watches. A sound recording of the sea crashing is heard again,
this time with thunder and rain. Overly dramatic lights come up on NEPTUNE, God of the Sea,
armed with a trident.)
NEPTUNE:

Arrête, Sagamos, arrête-toi ici,
Et regardes un Dieu qui a de toi souci.
Si tu ne me connais, Saturne fut mon père,
Je suis de Jupiter et de Pluton le frère.
Entre nous trios jadis fut parti l'Univers,
Jupiter eut le ciel, Pluton eut les Enfers,
Et moi plus hazardieux eu la mer en partage,
Et le gouvernement de ce moite héritage.
NEPTUNE c'est mon nom, Neptune l'un des Dieux
Qui a plus de pouvoir sous la voûte des cieux.
Si l'homme veut avoir une heureuse fortune
Il lui faut implorer le secours de Neptune.
Sans moi le Roi Français d'un superbe éléphant
N'eust du Persan reçu le présent triomphant:
Et encore sans moi onc les français gendarmes
Es terres du Levant n'eussent porte leurs armes.
Sans moi le Portugais hasardeux sur mes flots
Sans renom croupirait dans les rives enclos,
Et n'auront enlevé les beautés de l'Aurore
Et toi-même sans moi après tant d'actes beaux
Que tu as exploites en ta Françoise guerre,
N'eusses eu le plaisir d'aborder cette terre.
Et nagueres encore c'est moi qui de la Parque
Ay cent fois garanti toi, les tiens, et ta barque,
Puis que si constamment tu as eu le courage,
De venir de si loin rechercher ce rivage,
Pour établir ici un Royaume Français,
Et y faire garder mes statuts et mes lois.
Par mon sacré trident, par mon sceptre je jure
Que de favoriser ton entreprise j'aurai cure,
Va donc heureusement, et poursuit ton chemin
Ou le sort te conduit: car je vois le destin
Préparer à la France un florissant Empire
En ce monde nouveau, qui bien loin fera bruire
Le renom immortel de De Monts et de toi
Sous le règne puissant de HENRY votre Roi.
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UNIT 9 - PRESENTING THE TRITON(S)
(POUTRINCOURT draws his sword and holds it in salute. NEPTUNE withdraws, and the TRITON(S) address POUTRINCOURT.)
FIRST TRITON:

SECOND TRITON:

THIRD TRITON:

FOURTH TRITON:

You can call yourself happy (great Sagamos)
Because a god promises you favourable assistance
In the important matter which you are undertaking
With a spirited and daring heart;
Neptune is a powerful God,
And we, his postillions,
Will everywhere proclaim your courage
Which already flies through all countries.
If Jupiter is king of the skies
Governing men below,
Neptune is also king in these places,
With equal power; and we who are
His instruments have a great wish, that
The glory of the mighty Neptune may resound:
And so your memory is eternalized.
France, you have reason
To praise the devotion
Of your children whose courage
Reveals itself more grandly in this age
In trumpeting your praises abroad
To the most unknown of peoples,
And in engraving your immortal destiny
Throughout the mortal world.
In such a praiseworthy enterprise,
Neptune offers you his own assistance
Which will always support you and yours
Against all human power.
"We must never reject
The gift which a God wishes to grant us."
The man who doesn't take a risk
Shows that he has the soul of a coward.
But he who with a brave heart
Defies the fury of the waves
For glorious enterprise
Is belted and clothed
In courage and virtue.
Therefore your name (great Sagamos)
Will henceforth reverberate above the waves
When you discover this new world
And plant the name of France
And the Majesty of your Kings.
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SIXTH TRITON:

Long live HENRY the great King of France
Who now has living under his laws
The nations of his New France,
Under whom we hope
Soon to see Neptune held in reverence
As in all those places where the bravery and courage 136
Of their ancestors once led them.
Neptune, for his part, will always see
That their descendants employ themselves industriously
Embellishing this wonderful enterprise.
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(PINTO sheaths his sword, then withdraws his hat and applauds.)
UNIT 10 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #2
(BLACKOUT. Drumming. Projections.)
SLIDE #5:

"(The) unsubtle message in the European languages is human superiority over
nature, man over woman, man over the birds and bees and the beast, and all
brown, black, and yellow folks."
-Floyd Favel

SLIDE #6:

"The Indian is the invention of the European…The Indian began as a White man's
mistake, and became a White man's fantasy. Through the prism of White hopes,
fears, and prejudices, indigenous Americans would be seen to have lost contact
with reality and to have become "Indians"; that is anything non-Natives wanted them
to be."
-Daniel Francis

UNIT 11 - WARM UP
(Drumming stops. Lights up. VAN GORDER is getting dressed as a "savage" at the table with the
mirror.)
PINTO: The script was witty for the times - the same year Shakespeare produced King Lear and
the Scottish play, with mixed mythological elements and scenes from the settler's life, like
the French's relationship with the Mi'kmaq. It was quite an event for its time and especially
in this new and foreign land. [The] Mi'kmaq may have played Indians and tritons.
Membertou, the grand chief was in the audience…
(VAN GORDER finishes putting on his costume. PINTO takes the director / POUTRINCOURT
seat and motion to VAN GORDER to start warming up, who begins rapidly patting his lips with his
hand, creating a quiet whoo-whoo-whoo noise that is stereotypical of "Cowboys & Indians"
movies.)
UNIT 12 - FILEWOD #2
( L i g h ts u p o n A L A N F I L E W O D w h o i s s i t t i n g i n t h e a u d i e n c e . N e a r h i m i s a n o p e n
b r i e f c a s e w i t h a m e s s o f b o o k s , f i l e s , l e t t e r s , n e w s pa p e r c l i p p i n g s a n d t h e l i k e . )
FILEWOD: We cannot know for certain who the actors in The Theatre of Neptune actually
were, because Lescarbot doesn't tell us. There is a popular tradition that Neptune's

aboriginal supplicants were portrayed by aboriginal actors…I suggest that it is probable
that the "Savages" were performed by Frenchmen because the assumption that the
colony's aboriginal neighbours took part in the masque leaves unanswered the question of
why they would have. But even if we accept the possibility, the fundamental relationship of
aboriginal body and surrogative representation still applies.
UNIT 13 - "SAVAGE" #1:
(VAN GORDER's volume and rhythm has risen by now into a frenzied pitch. Suddenly he stops
chanting, and assumes a "savage" posture. Over the course of four "Savage" monologues, he
becomes more and more scantly clad, "redfaced" and stereotypical of Natives.)
"SAVAGE" #1:

On behalf of the Savage peoples
Who inhabit these countries,
I come to render our homage
To the sacred Fleur-de-lis
And the Majesty of your Prince;
Hoping that this province
Will flourish in piety,
In civil customs, and in everything
Which is of service in establishing
That which is gracious
And rests in Royal governance.
Sagamos, if you have any faith
In our services,
Then we devote ourselves to you
And your descendants.
We offer whole-heartedly our skills
Which lie only in hunting,
And all we desire
Is to live forever in your favour.
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UNIT 14 - FILEWOD #3
FILEWOD: What did they make of this moment, as they saw their identities re-enacted by
the colonizers? And what did they understand of the perfectly phrased couplets with which
the enacted "Savages" deployed classical allusion to offer their world to the King of France
and to promise devotion to "you and your descendants"? We don't know because of
course, nobody asked them.
UNIT 15 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #3
SLIDE #7:

"They thought the white man and his customs strange, but, being such gracious
hosts, they would not contradict them, even though they thought them loco."
-Daniel Paul

UNIT 16 - "SAVAGE" #2
"SAVAGE" #2:

Here is the hand, the bow and the arrow
Which have inflicted the mortal wound
On this animal whose skin
Should serve (great Sagamos)
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As a warm coat for your Highness.
Accept therefore, from one who is so unimportant
This offering which I present to your Highness
From the bottom of my heart.
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UNIT 17 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #4
(BLACKOUT. Drumming. Projections.)
SLIDE #8:

"By appropriating elements of Native culture, non-Natives have tried to establish a
relationship with the country that pre-dates their arrival and validates their occupa
tion of the land."
-Daniel Francis

UNIT 18 - "SAVAGE" #3
(Drumming stops. Lights up on stage and on FILEWOD)
"SAVAGE" #3:

Not only is it in France
That Cupid holds command,
But also in New France,
Where he shoots his firebrand,
Roasting our poor souls
And planting here his pole.
My mistress, having news,
That you would soon arrive,
Instructed me, for her love,
To offer this humble gift
That by her hand is wrought,
And thus, you, I have sought
Receive therefore with haste
This gift to you addressed
Filled with gentleness
For the love of my mistress
Who, deeply in distress
Will nevermore feel bliss
Unless I, with swift vitesse,
Can bring her news of a caress
Bestowed by your highness.
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UNIT 19 - FILEWOD #4
ALAN FILEWOD: For [the aboriginals] this was a spectacle of the new and was likely incompre
hensible as a performance as well as a text. Two sets of eyes saw two very different
events, and this gap between the structures of reception of the colonizers and newly colo
nized is still very much part of the politics of representation and aboriginality in modern
Canada…
UNIT 20 - "SAVAGE" #4
"SAVAGE" #4:

Sagamos, pardon me
If I come in this manner,
If, while presenting myself to you,
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I do not bring you any gifts.
Fortune is not always favourable
To good hunters;
That is why, having now recourse
To a more friendly master,
I will now follow Neptune.
Now I will search
Along this sea coast
To see whether I cannot find something
To provide for your kitchen:
And, if meanwhile, you have
Somewhere in your shallop
A little caraconas
Give some to me and to my company.
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UNIT 21 - FILEWOD #5
ALAN FILEWOD: In this moment of racial impersonation and colonial masquerade, Lescarbot
had claimed the new world in a new way by enlisting the spectating bodies and appropriat
ed voices of its inhabitants in his imagined theatre, and he had established the principle
that the colonialism of spectacle is the necessary precondition of imperial invasion… [The]
colonizing of the cultural imaginary is also a precondition of genocide.
UNIT 22 - PRESS WRAP
PINTO: The Theatre of Neptune in New France was largely forgotten in modern times until the
Champlain Society "rediscovered" it. The last full re-enactment was in 1956 with 100
actors and audience of 2500. Neptune Theatre in Halifax is named after this first Canadian
play.
HALIFAX HERALD REPORTER: Among plans for the year, which Theatre 400 (the group plan
ning the festivities) hopes will be designated by government as "the Year of Theatre" are: a
commemorative stamp, a Heritage Minute TV spot, a travelling display of the original 1606
manuscript, and a musical based on the Order of Good Cheer to be produced in Halifax…
PINTO: We hope Theatre 400 will put Nova Scotia theatre on the map, which is why we're
making the announcement now, so we can begin fundraising.
HALIFAX HERALD REPORTER: Pinto said.
PINTO: It's a very simple play, but it's a good play and it started theatre in this country.
CBC REPORTER: Pinto said.
(REPORTERS exits. Pause.)
UNIT 23 - A SIMPLE PLAY
PINTO: It's a very simple play, but it's a good play and it started theatre in this country.
VAN GORDER: Good theatre, real theatre has a purpose. This play was aimed at guaranteeing
the survival of this group of people for the rest of the winter.

(PINTO and VAN GORDER do a little celebratory "Happy Dance" and bump butts.)
UNIT 24 - FILEWOD #6
ALAN FILEWOD: (reading) On September 30th Theresa Bunbury, Operations Superintendent,
National Historic Sites, Southwest Nova Scotia, revealed:
"Unfortunately the vision of the Atlantic Fringe Theatre did not come together and there is
no production of the Theatre of Neptune happening at Port-Royal National Historic Site of
Canada this fall or winter." Plans also fell through for [the] government-approved "Year of
Theatre", [the] commemorative stamp, [the] Heritage Minute TV spot, [the] traveling display
of [the] original 1606 manuscript, and [the] musical based on the Order of Good Cheer.
According to one academic source: "[Theatre 400 was] turned down twice for Canada
Council grants! And no one else in [Nova Scotia] seems remotely interested in marking the
400th anniversary."
PINTO: (agitated) It's a very simple play, but it's a good play and it started theatre in this
country.
VAN GORDER: Good theatre, real theatre has a purpose.
UNIT 25 - NATIVE QUOTATIONS #5
(BLACKOUT. Drumming. Projections of quotations interspersed with various IMAGES that highlight oppression against First Nations peoples.)
SLIDE #9:

"Images have consequences in the real world: ideas have results. The Imaginary
Indian does not exist in a void. In their relations with Native people over the years,
[non-Natives] have put the image of the Indian into practice. They have assumed
that the Imaginary Indian was real…and they have devised public policy based on
that assumption."
-Daniel Francis

P I N TO :
I t ’ s p o l i t i c a l c o r r e c t n e s s g o n e c r a z y, I m e a n I j u s t h a t e p o l i t i c a l c o r r e c t
ness.
SLIDE #10: ***image***
SLIDE #11: "Many [Native] ceremonies and dances were outlawed by the federal government,
under pressure from missionaries and Indian agents. Some of these ceremonies,
such as the potlatch, went underground or outwardly conformed to mainstream cele
brations. For the most part, though, this ban had devastating effects on tribal com
munities, cutting them off from spiritual and cultural continuity and renewal."
-Geiogamah
SLIDE #12: ***image***
SLIDE #13: "The European passion for acquisition caused incomprehensible damage in the
Americas. In fact one can state without fear of contradiction by any but White
supremacists that the carnage and destruction wrought upon the Americas in the
European pursuit of wealth remains unmatched in human history."
-Daniel Paul

SLIDE #15: "Four centuries after the European invasion began, all the civilizations of two conti
nents lay in ruins and the remaining people were dispossessed and impoverished.
The uncontested victors were greed and racism."
-Daniel Paul
PINTO: (protesting) …but it's a good play and it started theatre in this country.
SLIDE #16: ***image***
(Drumming stops.)
SLIDE #17: "Before the healing can take place, the poison must be exposed."
-Tomson Highway
UNIT 26 - TALKBACK
(The performers take their bows if the audience calls for it, ie: by round of applause. They then
strike the sets and costumes quickly, perhaps making small talk about the night's performance.
Out of character, one of the performers announces a brief intermission and a subsequent talkback / Q&A period / presentation including information about the project and how to get involved.)
**************************************************************

EPILOGUE
On the road to Nova Scotia we learned through the media that although Theatre 400’s production
of Theatre of Neptune had been cancelled due to lack of Canada Council funding (we were also
turned down for a Council grant but made the trip from Montreal anyways), another group, calling
itself Musique 400 had staged a version of the play a few days earlier. And, to our surprise, they
came to see our show in Annapolis Royal.
This led to a very heated talkback session which has continued through e-mail correspondence.
In fact, the show also caused quite a bit of controversy in the media. If you’d like to follow the
story more, through news articles, radio interviews and video, we invite you to visit the project’s
website, www.optative.net/neptune
The discussion is sure to continue with Sinking Neptune II, currently (January 2008) in pre-production. We plan to take a look at another Eurocentric 400th anniversary, that of Quebec City, in
hopes of setting the record straight.
You’re welcome to join us in our research, dramaturgy, by playing in the show, by inviting us to
play it in your community or by staging the show yourself.
You can get in touch with us by phone 514-699-3378 or e-mail neptune@optative.net

Coming in 2008 to Montreal, Quebec City, Guelph and ???...

For more on this project, or to get involved:

w w w. o p t a t i v e . n e t / n e p t u n e

